LeTort Block of the Month Block 10
Pattern by Deb Weigle
Quite Clever Quilting
Block 10
Fabric required: note to self (label the size square ex: Group 1 3”)
Group 1:

Group 1

My fabrics:

background (yellow)

background (yellow)
(4) 2 ½” squares

light (blue)

(6) 3” squares
medium (green)

medium (green)

(2) 3” squares
light (blue)

dark (red)

(4) 3” squares
Group 2:

Group 2

background (yellow)
(4) 2 ½” x 4 ½” rectangles
(1) 5 ¼” square
dark (red)
(4) 3” squares

Group 3

Group 3

light (blue)
(1) 4 ½” square

Directions:

Group 1
Half square triangles (HST) and squares
Gather all the 3” squares (6 background), (2 medium), and (4 light). Draw one diagonal line on all
the background squares. Place each background square right sides together with a medium or light
square. Stitch ¼” away on each side of the drawn line. Cut on the drawn line and press to the
background. Trim to 2 ½”.
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Gather the (4) 2 ½” background squares and layout the half square triangles and the squares as
follows and stitch together. Make four group 1’s.

Group 2
Flying Geese
Gather the (4) dark (red) squares and draw one diagonal line on each. With the 5 ¼” background
(yellow) right side up, place (2) dark squares, right side down in opposite corners of the large square.
Please note: that the 2 dark (red) squares overlap in the center. Stitch ¼” away on both sides of the
drawn diagonal line. Cut on the drawn line and press towards the dark triangles.
Place another dark square in the corner of the background triangle. Again, stitch ¼” away on both
sides of the drawn line. Cut on the drawn line and press towards the dark. Repeat with remaining
triangle and dark square. Trim to 2 ½” x 4 ½” rectangles. You now have 4 flying geese.
Now, gather the (4) 2 ½” x 4 ½” background rectangles and sew to the flying geese, matching the
background (yellow) together.

Group 3
It is the light (blue) 4 ½” square.

Putting it all together
Layout the groups as shown and sew together. It should measure 12 ½” x 12 ½”.
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